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A CHRISTIAN APPROACH TO CA11PUS GODS 

Scripture: Acts 17:22-23 (An Expanded Version) "You Athenians are very religious, 
I can see that. While I was on my way here, I had a look at the 
things you worship, and I even came to an altar with this inscription: 
1 To an unknown God. 1 As if you didn't have a long enough list of Gods 
already! But I'm going to tell you about this unknown God. 11 

Intro: When the average student first enters college he experiences the 
cultural and spiritual shock of being thrust from home and parental guid
ance to confront the overwhelming array of current campus gods. 

,..-/Toe problem of the campus today is not that it is "godless" but rather 
that it is overpopulated with gods that aren't gods at all. Lacking prep
aration to face these irr@fssive gods, some students feel compelled to 
abandon their faith in preference of one or more of these feeble yet 
loudly lauded campus gods. 

Is the church to stand idly by, allowing every accusation and mis
representation of the facts to go unanswered and unchallenged? I think 
not;.; The Christian faith has something to say to the student and it is 
nigh time that it be said. For there is a Christian approach to campus 
gods. 

- -NOTE: Why do some choose to create and worship these campus gods? 

1. 

2. 

An extremely conservative home which rigidly 11 overcontrolled. 11 

!n inadequate religious training 
(1) A church dominated with leaders whose spirit is "paper funda

mentalism" 
(2) A preacher who attacks higher education, raises sand about 

current issues, proclaims fiat creationism etc. 

3. The lack of arry meaningful religious training 
--ILLUS: They have grown up in a religious vacuum and thus are game for 

ariy°'god that promises to fill this void within. 
--ILLUS: "The parents maintain a nominal church connection, and hustle 

tiie"children off to Sunday school. And that is about all. Mother and 
Father frequently choose to relish the Sunday morning tranquillity by 
lingering over the second cup of coffee and the fat Sunday paper. 
When Christianity is talked about - which is not often - it seems 
indistinguishable from a vague humanitarianism and the duties of 
citizenship." Campus Gods on Trial by Chad Walsh 

--ILLUS: 11Regardless of""wiiatkind of home a student comes from, he is 
likely to know exceeding little of formal theology and the way it is 
related to everything he will learn at college. He is a victim of 
buck passing. The public schools say, 11The Supreme Court won't let 
us talk about religion." Parents toss the ball to the churches. The 
churches cram what instruction they can into one hour on Sunday morning, 
with makeshift equipment and amid general confusion. The result is a 
blurred jumble of half-facts and half-truths, none of which will stand 
up well to a probing attack by a committed atheist." Campus Gods on Trial 

by Chad Walsh 
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4. 

5. 

An honest quest for meaning and purpose in life 

A professor enamored with his own academic attainment--an authority 
in every field. 

I. INEVITABLE PROGRESS 
1. Belief that the world is inevitably getting better and better an:i that 

through human efforts and the acquirement of new knowledge utopia on 
earth will be realized--all apart from divine guidance or intervention. 

2. Popular until.1914--REASONS: Slavery- ~bolished, woman's rights, democracy 
spreading, science progressing, evolution theory. 

3. Two world wars, the halocaust of the atomic bomb, the growth of communism, 
racism, fanatical nationalism has pretty well disproven this god. 

4. THE CHRISTIAN APPROACH 
(1) Progress is possible, but it isn't inevitable 

--Two basic conditions to progress 
a. Willingness to work and use one's mind 
b. A knowledge of where one wants to go 

(2) We ask, 11Progress toward what?" 
--ILLUS: What yardstick ~hall we use? Am. has made progress in education), 

science, standard of living but not in the stability of family life and 
moral ability to use products of progress. 

--NOTE: Chad Walsh, "One main weakness of progress as a religion is that 
tiieworshipers are men who walk into a railroad station and say to the 
clerk at the window, "Give me a ticket to some place." and then hope
fully board the train without looking at the ticket." -- J.R.M. 1 s t erm 
"Winning idiot philosophy of life. 11 

(3) The Christian view of progress is best symbolized by a straight line 
moving steady forward and upward with a definite point of origin and 
termination,--"In the beginning"---and Christ's return." i.e. Hindu 
circle--Greek. 

(4) Second Law of Thermodynamics 

II. HUMANITARIANISM 
1. This appeals to the more pragmatic student who says, "Let the future take 

care of itself, I want to be doing something of value here and now. ".sooP}y 
2. Humanitarianism means being kind to others, working for an improved seai~ 

aleviating suffering. 
3. We use it here in its form which says, "This is all that counts,piety, faith, 

doctrine, church, and religion are a bit too theoretical and sometimes 
hypocritical--what really counts is what you do for others. 11 -- some t rut h, 
perhaps even a half-truth, but certainly not the whole truth and most assured
ly an inadequate god. 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

The most current expression of this may be seen in the response to the 
appeal for Peace Corps workers. Students not challenged by the call of 
missions are challenged by the call of humanitarianism. 
Humanitarianism the only half of Christ's summary of the Law and the 
Prophets (Mark 12:30-31) "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy 
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy 
strength, this is the first commandment, and the second is like namely 
this, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." 
It is the Horizontal bar on the cross that can not stand apart from the 
more basic vertical bar. 
THE CHRISTIAN APPROACH 
(1) 

(2) 

James 
(a) See a brother or sister in need 
(b) Faith without works is dead 
Jesus at the Transfiguration experience 

--3 ways to live the Christian life 
a. Idealism -- Peter on mountain top 
b. Humanitarianism -- Powerless disciples in valley below 
c. Realisms -- Jesus --who drew from his mountain top experience as 

he entered the valley of service below. 

III. RELATIVISM 
1. It all depends on how you look at i t and that depends on your family back

ground, your social and cultural environment, and your moral training. One 
religion is as good as the next and all morals are relative and subjective. 

2. Some students worship this god because it is convenient and rationalizes 
any level of morality on which they choose to live. 

3. Others because for the first time in their lives they confront other world 
religions and do not know how to relate their Christian beliefs to them. 

--NOTE: As Christians we do not say everything in these religions are 
wrong. There are some truths grasped from general revelation ••• But God's 
final and complete revelation is in Christ. 

4. Reason for this rise of the god of Relativism 
--Anthropology -- strange beliefs and taboos of various tribes -- i.e. One 

society tenderly cares for aged another turns them out to freeze. i.e. 
polygamy, etc. 

5. Possible solutions 
(1) Anything goes -- if cannibalism, human sacrifice, or headhunting are 

accepted practices in certain societies then they can be practiced in 
all societies. 

(2) Justification by adjustment -- The student seeks a kind of salvation 
by acting in a way he conceives acceptable by his supreme authority 
--the crowd. He seeks to be "justified" by his god. 

--ILL US: His prayer is, "Let the words of my mouth, and the meditations 
of my heart, be acceptable in thy sight, 0 gang, rrry strength and nzy
redeemer.11 
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(3) 

(4) 

To let each culture continue as it is --
Don't disturb the moral established patterns of any society. 
Discover the universals of morality -- Many anthropologists and sociolo
gists are making such a quest. 

--Il,LUS: Prof. Murdock of Yale -- Out of 250 societies only 5 (2%) look 
favorably on adultery. Incest is a taboo in every one of the 1,OOO1 s 
of societies studied. 

--NOTE: Golden Rule -"Do unto other as you would have other~ do unto you. 11 

But even here we see that the 11Universal 11 reaches its pre~nC .and most 
complete form in the person and work of Jesus Christ. 

--Analogy: "Imagine that God is a radio broadcaster, and that a small 
radio set is built into each person. Messages of advice and guidance 
are constantly sent over the air waves; but some radio sets are better 
than others, and some people listen more attentively and catch more 
quickly what comes from the loud-speaker. The great philosophers and 
religious leaders are born with good radio sets and a passionat e desire 
to grasp every word of the broadcasts. 

Sometimes it happens that no one in a particular cult ure understands 
much of what is coming in over the ether. In that case, distorted and 
positively evil customs may spring up, in the mistaken belief that the 
radio broadcaster has authorized them. But the higher the civiliza
tion, the more likelihood that the messages are received and understood 
with tolerable completeness. (Indeed, this is one main reason that the 
higher civilizations are higher!) 

This parable would explain the extreme variations in custom, as well 
as the tendency toward greater agreement as the caveman and jungle 
stages are left behind. 

But one or two additional complications should be mentioned. Per
haps the broadcaster leaves his station occasionally, wraps himself in 
a cloak of invisibility, and mingles unseen with people here and 
there. He may have done this with some of the towering names we have 
mentioned; he may have whispered directly into their ears, so that no 
static blurred his message. He seems to have done it especially with 
the Hebrew prophets of the Old Testament; they write like men who have 
listened to the direct words of the broadcaster. 

Or the broadcaster could go one step further. He might lay aside 
his cloak of invisibility and show himself face to face. According to 
Christianity, this happened once: when Christ was born. So the teach
ings of Christ represent, in plain and unmistakable words the messages 
constantly sent over the air waves by the broadcaster. 

If this parable of the invisible broadcaster corresponds t o the 
truth, very few cultures are completely off the track. The most 
primitive ones, wit h scattered exceptions, represent an attempt to 
catch and practice the instructions received over the air." Campus Gods 
On Trial by Chad Walsh 
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IV. PSUEDO-PSYCHOLOGY 
--NOTE: No bones to pick with pay. i.e. clinic & psychologist and psychi atrists 

in P.C. 
1. God did not create man, man created God -- and this he did in his own image. 

(1) The Evolutionary theory applied to God -- once many then fewer until 
one. 

(2) Christian answer -- originally man knew God as one God, chose s'in, 
fell created many Gods. 

2. Religion is an easy way out -- cotton padding for the rough road of life 
11 the opiate of the people. 11 

(1) One student said, "I suppose that some day, when I am older and my mind 
is too tired to ask "Why?" and when I am weak enough to submit, I shall 
accept Christianity in the weakness of old age as I did in the innocence 
of childhood." 

(2) But we ask, ''Was belief in God cotton padding to Justin Mart-,r; James, 
pastor at Jer.; Stephen; Dr. Bill Wallace? 

( 3) Nol Rather the "Opiate of the people II is the phil. that declares that 
God is not, that no absolute standards of right and wrong exist. 

3. Religion and the Idea of God is "Wish thinking. 11 

(1) Freud's theory of the "Father complex." --projection of as perfect in 
heaven - "Heavenly Father." 

(2) The Christian answer. 
a. Thi s theory evolved from thepsychoanalysts couch - Freud seldom 

had reason to examine the mind of a normal person -- his patients 
were sick people. 

b. Really men had rather not believe that there is a God -- especially 
the God of the O. & N.if:"""-- righteous and just. 

c. The truth is that people keep busy explaining God away because there 
is no place for him in their present lives, and their personal 
concept of the universe. 

--ILLUS: If you are a materialist, then God cannot exist in your 
system of thought. 

d. Illusion sooITT wears off - reality sooner or later must be faced. Psy. 
itself bears witness to this. 

e. Fantasy thinking cannot account for the existence of the church today; 
It could not have inspired men to have died rather than to abandon 
such beliefs. 

f. 11He offers a heaven, it is true, but the heaven does not resemble a 
country club. It is a place or state of being where the individual's 
precious ego becomes translucent in God's radiance, and is no longer 
important. To the average person, this kind of heaven is a second 
edition of hell; it is no comfort to the pitiful misfits who need 
cotton padding." Campus Gods,£!! Trial by Chad Walsh 

V. SCIENTISM 
1. "In our modern world, it is very difficult to believe some of the teachings 

of the church an:l. Christianity as a whole. With all our modern inventions 
and our scientific discoveries the church in some respects has become almost 
outmoded." Campus Gods,£!! Trial - Chad Walsh 
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2. "Science" is a useful servant -- "Scientism" is an inadequate god -- it 
says science is a complete way of life. 

3. Real scientists rarely worship the god of scientism -- usually its 
followers or the bystanders, the hangers-on of science, the scientific 
novice -- people who know just enough about what sicence can do to be 
sure that it can do everything. 

4. What real science is: 
(1) It is systematized common sense 
(2) It is a definite way of getting facts 
(3) It is a school of character (discipline, dedication, and sacrifice of 

great scientists) 
(4) It is limited to the physical -- material. 

5. Areas beyond science -- what has science to say about: 
(1) Beauty -- what determines beauty and why do we generally agree con-

cerning beauty? Some absolute standard of beauty 
(2) Love 
(3) Hate, etc. 
(4) GOD -- being invisible and non-material cannot be measured by the 

instrument of science. 
(5) It has no method for answering the really urgent questions of life 

-- why? evil and suffering -- immediately etc. 
(6) It is concerned with what is-not what o~ht to be. 

--ILLUS: In race relationsscience can isprovethe myth that Negroes 
'are""iriore given to crime, are more apt to be immoral, or that they 
are lest intelligent. BUT science can not erase prejudice on the 
part of whites and overbearingness on the part of blacks. Science 
can impart factual information, but it cannot instill love, 
tolerance and compassion -- this is in the realm of religion. 

6. THE CHRISTIAN APPROACH 
(1) No contradiction between Sc. and Relg. when both remain in their 

own fields 
(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Bible a book of redemption not science. 
N.T. Christianity has encouraged the rise of science. i.e. U.S. vs. 
India. 
Si nce both religion and science are ways of knowing aspects of 
reality, both should be utilized by all serious men. 
We confess that some defenders of the Christian world-view know little 
of the facts of science and so have adopted an improper strategy in 
their contest with the scientists. They have attacked the facts of 
science instead of Scientism. 
Although science has been hmiled as the new Messiah, the era of atomic 
power has shown that man is unfit to weild the powers of the scientific 
age-to-come and must have some religious motivation and direction. 
There is a need to help differentiate the distinction between devotion 
to the scientific method and that complete surrender to science that 
almost amounts to worship. The first attitude is necessary; the 
second is false to science as well as antagonistic to religion. 
Science needs the light of the revealed principles of Christian Theism. 
With the help of Christian Theism the vast system which science creates 
for us takes on meaning and we see it from a credible perspective. It 
is not from science that we have to learn what is the task of man and 
what is the meaning of his existence. These are questions which lie 
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outside the range of science, in the sphere of revelation. The all
including Truth is God, and God is not an object of scientific know
ledge. If we know Him, it is because He reveals Himself to us. 

(9) Christian Theism needs perspectives gained from science. As our con
ceptions of humanity, the world, and the universe enlarge so does our 
idea of God. 

VI. HEDONISM 
1. This god calls for the student to "live for the moment" -- to "get all the 

pleasures out of life as quickly as possible." - It is seen in the most 
r"'i latant form as the goddess of sex • . 

2. I Waldo Beach, Conscience .:?!! Rampus "The American worship of the Goddess of 
Sex, for instance, is a daily oblation made through all the media of mass 
communication, invading the campus as everywhere else with the enticements 

r::P_ f -'.wsoms-ani -eg all Ro~ck-and-~ sensuality .2.) · 
3. lf.Waldo Beach, Conscience on Campus) "Chronic adolescent insecurity prompts 

a girl to land a man, atwhatevef cost, and a man to make a conquest to 
report back to his peer group. Popularity is everything. !i'm--arurbher, 
t,:ae eer'W±-n-ty ·:-s w4:de·sprea4-a,b0ut- mor-al standa-rdas · n exmd-practi:ces. 
When the girl arrives for Freshment Orientation, she will admit she does 
not know all that 1 s in the library, but at least she knows the difference 
between ·nght and wrong about sex. By the time of sophomore year, con
fronted in sociology class with data about the casual courting standards 
of tribes other than the American middle class, and confronted with the 
charms of a senior wolf, after the dance, she's not so sure. Moral rela
tivism becomes the theme song (at least publicly if not in private practice) 
of the emancipated junior, whose devastating motto is "It's all a matter 
of cultural conditioning." For still another factor, an American philosophy 
which gives priority to rights over obligations leads some students to 
think sexual experimentation as a right. In many circles a man claims a., . 
right to a certain amount of sex from his date, even a first date, as a 
kind of payment for his taking her out. 

4. The "Goddess of Sex" is self destruction. Kinsey, et al., Sexual Behaviour 
In The Human Male, "It is morally significant that almost as high a percentage 
of men who havepremarital relations expect and prefer the girls they marry 
to be chaste." 

5. Advocates of this Goddess say that man must express himself--he must not 
experience repression. 

--ANSWER: Repression and self-control are not antithetical. Self contro+ 
is possible. Christian Ways, Goodykoontz, "Self-control is possible, 
morally right, wise, and wholesome. Self-expression is not found in self
indulgence of one's urges and desires, but through wise control for the 
highest purposes." 

6. THE ClffiISTIAN APPROACH 
(l) ' The Christian faith does not say that sex is dirty-false Cln·isttan 
~as- s c-0ntended 

(2) C}J.ristian marriage is not a sexless communion between two pale saints.J 
~he Ghristia-n-view;-se:X: · s-given as t good -t-0 man-as a unified 
.s_piri..tr1ra¼-being, not a being with a 11 good 11 -spirit - and a ..!!.bad" _body. 
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CON: 

(3) Sex is f good when made an instrument and expression of love within 
marriage. 

(4) Where sex is not an instrument of authentic Christian love, i t be
comes an instrument of exploitation, or self-love, the use of another 
for one's own ends, 

(5) This frankly conservative position is held for the positive reason 
that the one-to-one bond which monogamy sets is precisely that of 
long-term faithfulness and trust and companionship within which sex 
finds its good place. 

(6) In sum, the Christian case against premarital sexual intercourse, 
as also against extramarital relations, is based on its belief that 
sex belongs within love and that love comes to fulfillment within 
monogamy. 

(7) Sexual experimentation will not provide the answer to the Great 
Question: is this the real thing? Is this really love? If it isn•t 
love, sexual experimentation will not make it so. If it is the 
geniune article, it is willing to wait. 

(8) No one ought to claim that this Christian morality of romance is a 
cinch to practice. Given human nature, the relative freedom of the 
campus situation, and the cultural glorification of sex, the practice 
of a mutual line drawing and of self-control for love's sake is a 
difficult one, and a student would not be normal if he were not in
creasingly- bothered by it. 

- 1. Seek to discover God's Will for your life 
(1) Learn what God is like 
(2) Obey what ever knowledge of God's Will that is yours 
(3) Study -- use your mind 
(4) Pray 
(5) Don't exclude any possibility 

2. Put first things first 
3. Keep your balance 
4. Know your self - accept yourself and be yourself. 
5. Seek to grow up each day. 
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